Synopsis

Fully revised to cover the 2014 CompTIA Security+ objectives, this is a money-saving self-study bundle with bonus study materials. Prepare for CompTIA Security+ Exam SY0-401 with McGraw-Hill Professional—a Platinum-Level CompTIA Authorized Partner offering Authorized CompTIA Approved Quality Content to give you the competitive edge on exam day. CompTIA Security+ Certification Bundle, Second Edition offers complete coverage of exam SY0-401 and provides a comprehensive self-study program with 1200+ practice exam questions. Pre-assessment tests help you gauge your readiness for the full-length practice exams included in the bundle. For a final overview of key exam topics, you can study the Quick Review Guide. Total electronic content includes: 500 practice exam questions Pre-assessment exam Test engine that provides full-length practice exams and customized quizzes by chapter Video clips Security Audit Checklist Review Guide URL Reference List PDF copies of both books
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Customer Reviews

5-7-2016 As I delve more deeply into the Transcender Exam Pack (no --- not trying to memorize tests nor am I trying to promote their product -- I'm not at all) I am discovering an astounding 30% terms in the exams not identified in this book, covered in any way whatsoever. I would say a couple of things at this point. If you use this book for the SY0-401 you WILL, repeat, WILL fail. The Transcender exam bank points each failed exam response to Gibson’s book which I think I will buy. OK .. so what do I think? Don’t buy Clarke’s book. And as of record, I think the entire certification
process for non-vendor certs is over-rated, over-priced and a racket. But -- we need the certs. That path is fraught with snake-oil sales and terribly expensive, however you find your path. But I'm going to continue to hammer this book because it is no-win and takes something very precious from you ..... your time and energy. When going to the blood bank to donate ... it is unwise to pay others for what you try to freely give; unless you are "eyes-wide-open" about what you're doing. There is nothing redeeming or "eyes-wide-open" about this book. Oh yes, I tried e-mailing the author at his website for help ... as in perhaps any addendum or update to his terribly old (feeble) 2014 publication & the question(s) was available, but that RFA seem to have fallen on deaf ears. I will update this periodically to try & define a reasonably-priced strategy to a Sec+ cert without bringing the house down.5-6-2016 I have another update. Yes, I think this book is a POS. Just subscribed to Transcender Exam training for SY0-401 and the test questions left me asking what planet I was on trying to study from this book.
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